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Galerie ART CRU Berlin is pleased to announce the exhibition Royal Tee with texts and images
by Emiehl Päffel and Uwe Paulsen. The works will be presented in cooperation with Galerie
kielkind from Kiel.
A special view on monarchy
Royal Tee shows the collaboration of chronicler Emiehl Päffel and portraitist Uwe Paulsen.
Both artists are commenting on the illustrious activities of well-known members of noble families
from all over the world. The duo that paints and writes together since many years met in an art
studio in Schleswig-Holstein led by Jens Peters. Peters immediately saw the complementing
talents and supported Päffel and Paulsen ever since then with their work, helped making their
first exhibitions possible. In February 2010 Galerie kielkind presented Royal Tee, a first big
show exclusively with pictures and texts by the artists. Now this show can be seen in an updated
and extended version at Galerie ART CRU Berlin.

Uwe Paulsen paints his images from originals, he receives from Jens Peters and Uta Kalthoff,
artist and gallerist at kielkind. He loves to make portraits of members of the nobility and royal
families and transposes the photos to paintings rich of luminous colours and comic-like expression. Emiehl Päffel gives a close listen when Paulsen’s strong paintings talk and he writes down
the stories they tell him. In sentences and thoughts that are at the same time obscure, amusing
and informative they let us take part in lives and sufferings in fashions and fads of the portrayed
noble men and women. For the viewer, Royal Tee is a multidimensional, an entertaining, an
emotional and a truly rich view on the protagonists of great and small royal dramas, comedies,
and tragedies. An amusing, enlightening and a truly royal pleasure!
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Galerie ART CRU Berlin is Berlin’s only gallery for so-called Outsider Art since 2008. The term
(introduced in 1945 by painter Jean Dubuffet as “Art Brut”) refers to art by people with psychiatric diseases or mental disabilities. The gallery’s main focus is to reduce the distance between
established art and Outsider Art. Furthermore it aims at interconnectimg the artists and their
scenes. Being located at the Kunsthof in Oranienburger Straße, the gallery doesn’t just present
works by people with disabilities right in the centre of the art scene, it also increases their public
visibility. Galerie ART CRU Berlin is carried by the non-profit federation PS-Art e.V. Berlin
(network of different institutions) lead by Alexandra Gersdorff-Bultmann and her son Nikolaj
Bultmann.
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text: Emiehl Päffel, image: Uwe Paulsen, König Ludwig XIV, oil-pastel on paper
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